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Like a planting a new flower in good soil. The excitement of starting fresh is like striking new 
oil.

Like trying on a new pair of shoes, the excitement of how it look on you. After buying them 
you discover by pain they’ll need to be stretch out to be a comfort for you.

Like a first date, expectation & excitement are riding high. Only to realize after it over, reality 
set in and your just two people wondering what happen and why.

It take quality time and lots of it, for a friendship & relationship of two people to really fit.

Communication is usually an important key element. Personalities may sometime clash 
causing great discontentment.

Maybe what you thought about that person didn’t really measure up. Now, you feel deceived, 
tricked or you totally misjudged them and thinking how did you mess this up.

Like a flower, a friendship & relationship needs nurturing and loving care. So paying close 
attention to each other and being a good listener shows for them you are there. 

Plants and flowers thrive on sunshine to grow; so it important that couples bring divine light 
from their inner selves for their friendship & relationship can continue as well to grow.

The tough part is going through the up’s and down’s; to overstand each other and to have a 
solid friendship & relationship built on a defined grounds.

Time away from each other should be taken to allowing each other time in their own inner 
space. Its very important for the individual within a couple-ship to be able to have alone time 
to mediate on there inner thoughts in their secret place.

No matter how you slice it or dice it; love, quality time, truth & honesty will be the keys to the 
blossoming of friendship & relationship.

The secret to the longevity of a friendships & relationships lies with each other and the 
commitment to each other. If it endures all the adversity through time, then the couple strong 
in their love belong together.
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